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APPEC DM DD Committee mandate:
The main points defining scope of the report: 

To aid in the discussions and to devise concrete recommendations for the next steps in direct DM detection 
in the next decade, the DM direct detection committee should provide an assessment of the current and future 
scientific opportunities in non-accelerator DM searches over the next 10-year period, in particular delivering: 
• The global context of DM particle searches… 
• An inventory of existing DM experiments and the technologies adopted by these…        
• A comparative SWOT analysis of existing, planned and proposed technologies for DM direct detection 

with the potential to surpass current sensitivities in the next decade with the eventual goal of reaching 
or surpassing the so-called neutrino floor…

• An assessment of the required infrastructure in Europe
• A list of (possible) technological and scientific synergies between the different direct detection technologies 

and with research and R&D outside of this field...
• An inventory of physics, astronomy or other research that can be done in addition to DM direct detection 

with the various technologies 
• In addition it would be important to discuss if such other research can be done even within the specifically 

proposed DM experiments
• Synergies with other experiments of indirect, accelerator and cosmology DM searches should also be 

considered, 
including possible technical and R&D synergies, e.g., with CERN, other laboratories and industry

• Any other recommendations within the scope of DM direct searches that the committee deems relevant
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Scientific objectives of DD searches:
(i) to detect a signal of DM particle direct interaction with the detector, and 
(ii) to determine its mass and interaction cross section, or else 
(iii) to experimentally exclude the broadest accessible ranges of both quantities 

DM: particle or not?

Alternatives:
▪ Primordial black holes
▪ Modified gravity
▪ …

Direct Detection (DD)Indirect Detection (ID) Production at colliders

prime suspect:
some new particle 
outside  the SM
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What is DM?



What is DM?
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Experimenter’s view:

Two prime classes of candidates:
➢ WIMP
➢ axion

WIMP: weakly interacting massive particle

For the purpose of this report:

Candidates in both classes are:
➢ very strongly motivated by theory
➢ discoverable
➢ calculable
➢ …

➢ WIMP: predicted in many beyond SM (BSM) frameworks 

They have not been invented to solve DM problem:

➢ Axion: by-product of PQ solution to strong CP problem
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What does one mean by ``the WIMP”?

➢ standard (thermal) WIMP

mass: ~GeV to TeV, int’s: ~(sub)EW

mass: ~eV to ~100 TeV, int’s: not only (sub)EW

thermal:  thermally produced via freeze-out

➢ non-thermal WIMP (FIMP)

➢ general (thermal) WIMP

➢ any ``theory WIMP”-like particle that 
can be searched for in ug detectors

(many) DM experimentalists:

(many) DM theorists: relic with Oh2 ~0.1

non-thermal: DM from freeze-in, etcmass: ~eV to ~100 TeV, int’s: usually << thermal WIMP 

Experimental DM search should be inspired, but not limited, by theory
Figure 1: A summary of several particle candidates and classes of candidates for DM discussed in the Report.

Shown are typical mass ranges, more details can be found in the text.

searches and rare decays, which is often a virtue. On the other hand, experimental results presented as

constraints on the parameter space of specific models cannot be easily translated to other models. In

some situations, especially for direct detection, low-energy effectivefield theor ies (EFTs) are therefore

often used as an alternative approach [35, 36]. An EFT includes only a minimal set of particles (for

instance SM nucleons and theDM particles) and interactions. It does not address thequestion how these

interactions arise in someunderlying theory, even though for agiven fundamental theory thecorrespond-

ing EFT can be rigorously derived. As many ultraviolet-complete theories can reduce to the same EFT,

constraints on the EFT apply to abroader class of models.

As an intermediate approach between complete theories and EFTs, numerous simplified models

have become popular over the last decade, especially in the context of searches for new physics at the

Large Hadron Collider (LHC) but also in DM searches; see, e.g., [37]. They are defined by a small

number of new particles and their interactions, usually focusing on just one channel of interactions with

the SM that is mediated by some messenger, although less minimal models have also been studied.

In the limit of large messenger mass one connects with the EFT approach. While simplified models

are not complete, nor model independent, they provide a convenient platform for placing experimental

constraints on specific quantities, like masses and cross sections.

In thecontext of DM searches, simplifiedmodels typically contain theSM asone(visible) sector, a

DM candidate, often aspart of adark sector, and amessenger sector –often called “ por tal” – containing

one or more states that mediate SM–DM interactions. An example of a simplified but self-consistent

model istheHiggsportal whereDM particlecan beeither ascalar or afermion andDM–SM interactions

aremediated by aSM Higgsdoublet; seeRef. [38] for arecent review. Theviableparameter spaceof the

simplest Higgs portal models has been almost fully probed, with the most important constraints arising

from direct detection experiments. The dark photon portal is another recently popular class of models

in which a light thermal WIMP (either fermion or scalar), in the MeV mass range, interacts with the

SM sector via a dark photon (a new dark sector gauge boson) that mixes with the usual photon via

kinetic mixing. In more elaborate scenarios an additional (dark) Higgs boson is also present in the dark

sector. Those models areprimarily testable in fixed-target experiments as typical WIMP direct detection

rates are usually strongly suppressed. However, direct detection experiments are also increasing their

sensitivity to these type of models by exploiting the DM-electron scattering mode [39,40].

In another scenario called asymmetr ic DM (ADM) [41, 42] an asymmetry between the DM

particle and itsantiparticle isgenerated in away analogous to themechanism of baryogenesis and modi-

fies their freeze-out. In that casecorrect relic density can beobtained for DM typically in themass range

from ⇠1GeV to ⇠15GeV with large annihilation cross section as (partially) asymmetric DM. Since

in the ADM scenario the DM is not its own antiparticle and the abundance of χ and χ̄ particles can be

highly asymmetric at present, the expected indirect detection rates from χχ̄ annihilations are typically

14

In Report we adopted (pragmatic) experimentalists’ WIMP notion
Claims of WIMP’s death
have been grossly
axeggerated
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The danger of bad sampling 

Main arguments raised against (thermal) WIMP as DM:
➢ Searches have been going on for so long, with null results
➢ ``most” of the allowed c.s. ranges have been ruled out, with only small remaining window left 



▪ electroweak interactions involved in production in early Universe
▪ Freeze-out: 
Omega*h2=0.1 → <sigmaann v> ~ 3x10-26 cm3/s 

▪ sigma*v of 3x10-26 cm3/s – natural target for ID searchesGC Halo Limits (bb channel)"

13"UCLA DM 2014!

CTA !
(NFW, 500 hr)!

HESS (112 hr)!

Fermi dSph !

(4 yrs +10 dsphs)!

Expectations for 
(thermal) WIMP

Within ~order of magnitude

Still large astrophysical uncertainties:
▪ Halo profiles
▪ Galactic center (+foreground)
▪ Size and distribution of DM clumps
▪ …

Once the ``thermal benchmark” region 
is explored, then the WIMP hypothesis 
will become ``disfavoured” 

(except for ADM)

Short scale anomalies

• May be helpful in solving some difficulties of the CDM paradigm, N-body 
simulations have difficulties fitting the DM data at short scale

• Most famous: Core-cusp problem Current simulations predict too-sharp of 
mass density profile in DM halo

• Dark photon new, tuneable self-interaction for DM

• Caveat: debate 
over the 
influence of 
baryonic 
feedback

1709.07997

~GeV < mass < ~TeV

Is the WIMP hypothesis dead?
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Is there an analogous ``benchmark” c.s. for direct detection searches?

No!Theoretical predictions:
• are model dependent
• lower limits depend on theoretical expectations/assumptions
• Are known to have ``blind spots” of vanishing DD c.s.

DD target: reach down to ``neutrino floor”

Claims that thermal WIMP 
as DM is ``disfavored” are 
unfounded.

``GeV-scale thermal WIMPs: 
Not even slightly ruled out”

Leane, et al, 1805.10305

L. Roszkowski, IDM-2022, 20 July 2022
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Still unexplored ranges of c.s. are a priori
as probable as already excluded ones

Lessons to learn from:
• Gravitational waves --

nearly 40 years of null searches
• Higgs boson search at the LHC:

most of mass range ruled out before 
discovery was made in a ``tiny’’ ~15 GeV 
window (predicted by SUSY)



Axion
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Axions

a – pseudo-goldstone boson

by–product of PQ solution of strong CP

problem

global U ( 1) group spontaneously broken

at scale f a ∼ 101 1 G eV

two main frameworks:

DFSZ axion: add two doublets

KSVZ axion: add heavy single quark

with mass m Q ∼ f a

L a γ = − 1
4

ga γ Fµ ν F̃ µ ν a = ga γ E ·B a

m a 10− 5 eV ⇔ Ω a 1

DM axion search: resonant cavity

aγ → aγ

solar axion search: γ γ → a → γ γ

expt sensitive to cosmologically

subdominant a

(ADMX, ’08 prelim)

L. Roszkowski, Spaatind, January ’10 – p.76

Axions

a – pseudo-goldstone boson

by–product of PQ solution of strong CP

problem

global U ( 1) group spontaneously broken

at scale f a ∼ 101 1 G eV

two main frameworks:

DFSZ axion: add two doublets

KSVZ axion: add heavy single quark

with mass m Q ∼ f a

L a γ = − 1
4

ga γ Fµ ν F̃ µ ν a = ga γ E ·B a

m a 10− 5 eV ⇔ Ω a 1

DM axion search: resonant cavity

aγ → aγ

(detection scheme)

L. Roszkowski, Spaatind, January ’10 – p.76

(benchmark) QCD axion

ALPs (axion-like particles)
▪ any pseudoscalar that couples to two photons

Primakoff effect

+a/ALP-electron coupling

Several cosmological 
scenarios

Figure 1: A summary of several particle candidates and classes of candidates for DM discussed in the Report.

Shown are typical mass ranges, more details can be found in the text.

searches and rare decays, which is often a virtue. On the other hand, experimental results presented as

constraints on the parameter space of specific models cannot be easily translated to other models. In

some situations, especially for direct detection, low-energy effectivefield theor ies (EFTs) are therefore

often used as an alternative approach [35, 36]. An EFT includes only a minimal set of particles (for

instance SM nucleons and theDM particles) and interactions. It doesnot address thequestion how these

interactions arise in someunderlying theory, even though for agiven fundamental theory thecorrespond-

ing EFT can be rigorously derived. As many ultraviolet-complete theories can reduce to the same EFT,

constraints on the EFT apply to a broader class of models.

As an intermediate approach between complete theories and EFTs, numerous simplified models

have become popular over the last decade, especially in the context of searches for new physics at the

Large Hadron Collider (LHC) but also in DM searches; see, e.g., [37]. They are defined by a small

number of new particles and their interactions, usually focusing on just one channel of interactions with

the SM that is mediated by some messenger, although less minimal models have also been studied.

In the limit of large messenger mass one connects with the EFT approach. While simplified models

are not complete, nor model independent, they provide a convenient platform for placing experimental

constraints on specific quantities, like masses and cross sections.

In thecontext of DM searches, simplifiedmodels typically contain theSM asone(visible) sector, a

DM candidate, often aspart of adark sector, and amessenger sector – often called “ por tal” – containing

one or more states that mediate SM–DM interactions. An example of a simplified but self-consistent

model istheHiggspor tal whereDM particlecan beeither ascalar or afermion andDM–SM interactions

aremediated by aSM Higgsdoublet; seeRef. [38] for arecent review. Theviableparameter spaceof the

simplest Higgs portal models has been almost fully probed, with the most important constraints arising

from direct detection experiments. The dark photon por tal is another recently popular class of models

in which a light thermal WIMP (either fermion or scalar), in the MeV mass range, interacts with the

SM sector via a dark photon (a new dark sector gauge boson) that mixes with the usual photon via

kinetic mixing. In more elaborate scenarios an additional (dark) Higgs boson is also present in the dark

sector. Those models areprimarily testable in fixed-target experiments as typical WIMP direct detection

rates are usually strongly suppressed. However, direct detection experiments are also increasing their

sensitivity to these type of models by exploiting the DM-electron scattering mode [39,40].

In another scenario called asymmetr ic DM (ADM) [41, 42] an asymmetry between the DM

particle and itsantiparticle isgenerated in away analogous to themechanism of baryogenesis and modi-

fies their freeze-out. In that casecorrect relic density can beobtained for DM typically in themass range

from ⇠1GeV to ⇠15GeV with large annihilation cross section as (partially) asymmetric DM. Since

in the ADM scenario the DM is not its own antiparticle and the abundance of χ and χ̄ particles can be

highly asymmetric at present, the expected indirect detection rates from χχ̄ annihilations are typically

14
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Report: experimental DM search to be inspired, but not limited, by theory

Dark matter (WIMP and axion/ALP) search arena



DD of WIMP DM: Search techniques

M. Schumann

scintillating crystal bolometer

liquid noble gas 

single-phase (sci’n)

dual-phase TPC
(sci’n S1 + ion’n S2)

bubble chamber directional

liquid noble gas 

Main: nuclear recoil

Lower mass: electron recoilL. Roszkowski, IDM-2022, 20 July 2022 17



Neutrino floor: 
Coherent interactions of solar or atmospheric
neutrinos with nuclei

SI: spin independent c.s.

Present (2021):
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Neutrino floor: 
Coherent interactions of solar or atmospheric
neutrinos with nuclei

SI: spin independent c.s.

Present (2021):
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LZ



Present Next decade(+)
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➢ verify DAMA/LIBRA claim (NaI scintillators)

➢ directional detectors: once WIMP DM detected, will become key 
to confirm its halo origin 

➢ very light WIMP mass regime <~ MeV: much R&D in the USA, little in Europe

L. Roszkowski, IDM-2022, 20 July 2022 21

➢ various innovative R&D in many experimental programmes, 
links to other branches of science, hi-tech, medicine (PET), …

Beyond currently leading efforts…
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European UG Laboratories

4"



UG laboratory 
infrastructure

WIMP searches:
deep underground labs

General needs: stable conditions, low radioactivity (muon, Rn,…), dedicated infrastructure: cleanrooms, cryostats, 
radiopure electronics, ug storage of large amounts of (cryogenic) noble gases, ….

Cooperation with large laboratories – especially CERN -- would be highly beneficial
▪ It would enhance synergies from developing common technologies, …

e.g. LAr:
common technologies
with (proto)DUNE

L. Roszkowski, IDM-2022, 20 July 2022 23

See talk by Aldo Ianni



Axion/ALP Searches

"plasma" to the axion mass [344]. This might have the potential to reach a sensitivity to QCD DM

axions in a similar mass range as the dielectric haloscope.

Another interesting and complementary concept is based on topological insulators. For these

materialsaxion likequasi-particles arepredicted that would, couple to theaxion fieldand lead to resonant

conversion to polaritons that are detectable [345]. This method, if suitable materials can be produced,

may be sensitive to DM axions in amass range between⇠0.5meVand 5meV.

Also the axion couplings to electrons gae or nuclei gaN are proposed for experimental searches.

These couplings can lead to spin interaction, hence to spin precession of electrons or nuclei with fre-

quency corresponding to ma which can be detected. Furthermore, an oscillating axion field would also

induce an oscillation of the electric dipole moment of nuclei, which could bedetected using NMR tech-

niques. In low background experiments the axio-electric effect can be utilized to search for high mass

DM ALPs (see 5.8).

5.1.2 Helioscopes

Solar axions would be thermally produced with energies corresponding to the temperature in the interior

of the sun, i.e. a few keV. Helioscopes make use of dipole magnets that are pointed towards the sun.

The axions from the sun can be converted to photons and can then be focused and detected using low

background x-ray detectors.

Some low background experiments designed to search for WIMP DM or neutrinoless double beta

decay are sensitive to ALPs interactions via gae coupling to both, solar and DM ALPs in the mass range

⇠eV toMeVviatheaxio-electric effect [335]. For axions thismassrangeisstrongly disfavored by limits

on f a by astrophysical arguments [346].

Figure 7: Left: Sketch of the concept of a dielectric haloscope. A number of discs with high dielectric constant is

stacked in front of a perfect mirror inside a magnet guaranteeing a B -field parallel to the disc surfaces. The signal

emitted from this system is collected by an antenna and detected by a receiver (Figure taken from [336]). Right:

Achievable power amplification of a dielectric haloscope with 80 discs and a dielectric constant ✏=24 (LaAlO3)

as a function of frequency with respect to emission from a single mirror. The results a simplified 1D simulation

is shown with the blue line. The shaded areas correspond to results of a 3-D simulation of the setup, whereas the

different colors denote the contributions to theamplification in different modes of the system. The red dashed line

corresponds to the power enhancement of the signal with respect to a single mirror surface after antenna coupling

to thefirst mode only [337].
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dielectric haloscope

➢ Haloscopes:
• Cavity
• Dielectric
• Dish antenna
• Plasma
• Topological insulators
• NMR technique
• …

➢ Helioscopes: Use dipole magnets pointing at the Sun

Figure 8: Sketch of concept of the IAXO helioscope: The aperture of a dipole magnet is pointed towards the sun.

Axions from thesun can beconverted into photons (x-rays) inside theB -field of themagnet. Thesecan befocused

by x-ray optics onto specially developed low background x-ray detectors (taken from [347]).

Figure 9: Sketch of the concept of LSW experiments. Laser is introduced inside a optical cavity that is placed

inside a dipole magnet. Photons can be converted into ALPs and propagate unhindered through a wall into a

separated optical cavity inside a magnet on the opposite side of the wall. Here, the ALPs can be re-converted to

photons and be detected. (Taken from [334].)

5.1.3 Lab experiments

Experiments relying on production of axions in the lab have the advantage that they do not rely on

cosmological or astrophysical assumptions and can probe the particle properties model independently.

ALPs converted from laser photons in the laboratory inside a B -field can be re-converted to

photons behind a wall that blocks the laser light of the initial laser beam. As photons first have to

be converted to axions and then back to photons again, the probability for this process scales with g4
aγ ,

thus is additionally suppressed. However, by using a strong laser source and by placing optical cavities

inside the conversion areas within the magnet, the path lengths, hence the probability for this process to

occur can be increased by the product of the finesse of the two cavities [348]. Nevertheless, these LSW

experiments yield results that do not rely on astrophysical or cosmological modelling.

An axion field oscillation can be induced by the nuclei of rotating non-circular bodies for the

case that there isextraCPviolation in axion/ALP-nucleon coupling gaN . Dueitsmacroscopic deBroglie

wavelength, this leadsto long range forcesthat in principlecould bedetectable from outside therotating

body with the very well known frequency of the rotating body [349,350].

5.2 Cavity Haloscope Exper iments

Presently the cavity-based approach is leading the field of axion searches. The US based ADMX exper-

iment [351] located at University of Washington (UW) is presently taking data with a sensitivity that is
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IaXO helioscope
➢ Laboratory: Produce axion/ALP, detect photon

Figure 8: Sketch of concept of the IAXO helioscope: The aperture of a dipole magnet is pointed towards the sun.

Axions from thesun can beconverted into photons (x-rays) inside theB -field of themagnet. Thesecan befocused

by x-ray optics onto specially developed low background x-ray detectors (taken from [347]).
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LSW: light-shining-through-the-wall

➢ Low-background experiments:
Limits from XENON100, PandaX, LUX, XENON1T

Solar axion/ALP, mass ~> keV

Infrastructure needs:
• large halls
• stable, low em bgnd
• cryogenic infrastructure

Large superconducting magnets

L. Roszkowski, IDM-2022, 20 July 2022 24
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Axion mass is not confined to 
``standard” range of ~10-6eV to ~10-5eV
• Pre- or post-inflation scenarios
• on-standard Big-Bang Cosmology
• …

arXiv:2207.07677

Figure 1: A summary of several particle candidates and classes of candidates for DM discussed in the Report.

Shown are typical mass ranges, more details can be found in the text.
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often used as an alternative approach [35, 36]. An EFT includes only a minimal set of particles (for
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are not complete, nor model independent, they provide a convenient platform for placing experimental

constraints on specific quantities, like masses and cross sections.

In thecontext of DM searches, simplifiedmodels typically contain theSM asone(visible) sector, a

DM candidate, often aspart of adark sector, and amessenger sector – often called “ por tal” – containing

one or more states that mediate SM–DM interactions. An example of a simplified but self-consistent

model istheHiggspor tal whereDM particlecan beeither ascalar or afermion andDM–SM interactions

aremediated by aSM Higgsdoublet; seeRef. [38] for arecent review. Theviableparameter spaceof the

simplest Higgs portal models has been almost fully probed, with the most important constraints arising

from direct detection experiments. The dark photon por tal is another recently popular class of models

in which a light thermal WIMP (either fermion or scalar), in the MeV mass range, interacts with the

SM sector via a dark photon (a new dark sector gauge boson) that mixes with the usual photon via

kinetic mixing. In more elaborate scenarios an additional (dark) Higgs boson is also present in the dark

sector. Those models areprimarily testable in fixed-target experiments as typical WIMP direct detection

rates are usually strongly suppressed. However, direct detection experiments are also increasing their

sensitivity to these type of models by exploiting the DM-electron scattering mode [39,40].

In another scenario called asymmetr ic DM (ADM) [41, 42] an asymmetry between the DM

particle and itsantiparticle isgenerated in away analogous to themechanism of baryogenesis and modi-

fies their freeze-out. In that casecorrect relic density can beobtained for DM typically in themass range

from ⇠1GeV to ⇠15GeV with large annihilation cross section as (partially) asymmetric DM. Since

in the ADM scenario the DM is not its own antiparticle and the abundance of χ and χ̄ particles can be

highly asymmetric at present, the expected indirect detection rates from χχ̄ annihilations are typically
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Theory

➢ Essential to elucidate the nature of DM
▪ inspiration, ``new physics”, candidates, ideas, …
▪ broader context: particle physics, BB cosmology, astrophysics, …
▪ full assessment of data from DD, ID, colliders, … in particle models
▪ interpretation of various anomalies, hints, effects, …
▪ numerical tools, packages, ….
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➢ European astroparticle (DM) theory is world class



Broader context: DD searches for DM and ….

➢ Neutrino physics
▪ Solar
▪ Atmospheric
▪ Supernova

➢ 0nu DBD + other rare decays

➢ Other…
▪ Neutrino magnetic moments
▪ New neutrino interactions
▪ Dark photons
▪ …

➢ Collider (LHC):
▪ Discovery of EW-scale WIMP → impact on future of collider programme
▪ Signal of ``new physics” at EW-to-TeV scale → inspiration for DM searches

WIMP: Axion/ALP:

Common needs: low bknd, large target volume

Ge & Xe isotopes 
136Xe: limit 
DARWIN-size: sensitivity ~ of dedicated DBD
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• High-field large-aperture magnets
• Single-photon detectors
• Low-loss RF techno & cavities
• Optical cavities and lasers
• NMR techno & spin coupling
• Very-low bgnd X-ray detectors
• Cryogenic engineering
• …

See talk by Joachim Kopp



Summary and conclusions:
➢ mass: > few GeV: Leading technology: liquid gas TPCs

• XENON1T: best limit on SI c.s. → LZ (July 2022)
• XENONnT: running
• LAr: ambitious global programme developing [DS-50 --> DS-20k + DEAP-3600 → ARGO (300k)]
• In both LXe and LAr: concrete plans set for next decade+:

• DARWIN (LXe) and ARGO (LAr): to reach down to (atm.) neutrino floor
➢ Sub-GeV < mass < few GeV: Leading technology: bolometers

• CRESST & Edelweiss capable of competing with SuperCDMS
• Plans to reach down to within factor of 10 above (solar) neutrino floor

• Dedicated sub-GeV searches (use WIMP-electron coupling)
➢ NaI scintillators: aim at verifying DAMA/LIBRA claim using annual modulation
➢ Directional detectors: currently not as sensitive, long run: key, merging (→ CYGNUS?)
➢ Plenty of highly innovative R&D, many synergies with neutrino and collider (CERN)
➢ Infrastructure for 21st century: European Laboratory of Underground Science

❖ Axion/ALPs: leader in solar axion/ALPs searches, catching up in QCD axion search

Amid increasingly strong competition: 
USA, China, S. Korea, …

❖WIMPs: European DD search is world class

➢ Aim: become leaders in complementary searches to currently world-leading (ADMX)
➢ Plenty of highly innovative R&D, many synergies with collider and applied physics ❖ Theory: world-class

and essentialL. Roszkowski, IDM-2022, 20 July 2022 29


